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Over 50 years of training in budo, I have been lucky enough to 
meet or train under many notable martial artists. This year, I want to 
share my impressions, some deep set, some fleeting, about the men and 
women I met on the way. 

 

He could do aiki better than anyone I knew, explain what he did, 

and, if you wanted to learn it, insist that you do it to the best of your 

ability while providing the tools (principles and details) that allowed you 

to succeed. 

When I was soke-dai (inheritor-designate) of the Kamishin-kai 

International (KSKI), apparently in line to inherit an 800-year-old system from my instructor 

Albert C. Church, Jr. through his second wife Catherine, Soke Angier encouraged me to leave 

the KSKI to Mrs. Church and to found my own system. I was really loath to do that, 

remembering the rush to found modern systems following the popularity of Bruce Lee’s articles 

in Black Belt Magazine. I wanted to make sure that I had the recognition and sponsorship of at 

least 3 other aiki masters before I even considered moving on. However, he would not be one of 

them since he did not want “to involve himself in politics”. 

His style was originally called Shidare Yanagi Ryu (Weeping Willow Tradition), which 

he changed to simply Yanagi Ryu. Ironically, while I was staying at his home for a week, a 

plaque of the Yanagi willow tree that I saw in his backyard inspired the name of the Takeshin 

(Bamboo Spirit) system.  

He claimed he had a standing order with Black Belt Magazine that it was not to use his 

name, let alone write an article about him, however, he was happy to sit and talk for quite a while 

with John Steven Soet, the editor of Inside Karate Magazine, when I visited there to put a face to 

the name I had been talking to on the phone for so long. Eventually, they published an article on 

Soke Angier comprised mostly of the material he had sent me when I first wrote him nearly a 

decade before. I was happy to see that he would finally be getting some of the notoriety he 

deserved and through a magazine I wrote for regularly.  

A few of my students in Dallas expressed fascination at my application of non-Aikido 

aiki skills and I recommended Soke Angier to them for an occasional seminar. They began a 

regular seminar schedule with him for several years and eventually asked him to sponsor them in 

a separate system. With strict guidelines in place so that they could follow him without having 

rank conferred by him, he offered his sponsorship, obviously managing to sponsor “without 

involving himself in politics”.  



Many who trained with him were vexed by his inconsistencies, but no one I know ever 

disrespected him nor had anything but praise to offer for his instruction and the quality of his 

technique. Besides aiki-ju-jutsu, he also taught katana, yari, and naginata, making his Yanagi 

Ryu among the more traditional Japanese systems taught in the USA. There were more than one 

Japanese swordsmen who admitted that Soke Angier was among the best with the sword, but 

ironically there was also one who recognized certain movement patterns that were not from the 

Yoshida family from which Yanagi was derived. Soke Angier, he surmised, had smuggled in 

some Chinese sword sequences that he had learned from Sifu Ark Y. Wong decades before, 

making the arch-traditionalist somewhat of an eclecticist “out-Japanese-ing the Japanese” even 

in reinventing, at least to some degree, a traditional family art.  

To say he was one of a kind would be hackneyed and overused experession, but it would 

be nonetheless true. 


